**Indie Bestsellers**  
Nonfiction  
Week of 02.12.20

### HARDCOVER

1. **A Very Stable Genius**  
   Philip Rucker, Carol Leonnig, Penguin Press, $30
2. **Talking to Strangers**  
   Malcolm Gladwell, Little Brown, $30
3. **The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse**  
   Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99
4. **Open Book**  
   Jessica Simpson, Dey Street Books, $28.99
5. **Why We’re Polarized**  
   Ezra Klein, Avid Reader Press/S&S, $28
6. **The Body**  
   Bill Bryson, Doubleday, $30
7. **Educated**  
   Tara Westover, Random House, $28
8. **Becoming**  
   Michelle Obama, Crown, $32.50
9. **Brain Wash**  
   David Perlmutter, MD, et al., Little, Brown Spark, $28
10. **Profiles in Corruption**  
    Peter Schweizer, Harper, $29.99
11. **Uncanny Valley**  
    Anna Wiener, MCD, $27
12. **Brother & Sister: A Memoir**  
    Diane Keaton, Knopf, $25.95
13. **Successful Aging**  
    Daniel J. Levitin, Dutton, $30
14. **Nothing Fancy**  
    Alison Roman, Clarkson Potter, $32.50
15. **Principles: Life and Work**  
    Ray Dalio, S&S, $30

### PAPERBACK

1. **Just Mercy**  
   Bryan Stevenson, Spiegel & Grau, $17
2. **No One Is Too Small to Make a Difference**  
   Greta Thunberg, Penguin, $10
3. **Sapiens**  
   Yuval Noah Harari, Harper Perennial, $24.99
4. **Bad Blood**  
   John Carreyrou, Vintage, $16.95
5. **The Source of Self-Regard**  
   Toni Morrison, Vintage, $16.95
6. **Calypso**  
   David Sedaris, Back Bay, $17.99
7. **Barracoon**  
   Zora Neale Hurston, Amistad, $16.99
8. **Skin in the Game**  
   Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Random House, $18
9. **Inheritance: A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and Love**  
   Dani Shapiro, Anchor, $16.95
10. **Wild Bill**  
    Tom Clavin, St. Martin’s Griffin, $17.99
11. **Frederick Douglass**  
    David W. Blight, S&S, $20
12. **Deep Creek**  
    Pam Houston, Norton, $15.95
13. **White Fragility**  
    Robin DiAngelo, Beacon Press, $16
14. **Born a Crime**  
    Trevor Noah, Spiegel & Grau, $18
15. **HBR’s 10 Must Reads on Managing Yourself**  
    Harvard Business School Press, $24.95
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